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 That's. Yes, you read that right. There are some great free apps and games you can download for your phone or tablet. Rockola
Pack v4.8.1: You can now make your own songs with the new Rockola Pack feature! Check out the new Rockola Pack skin

below and let us know what you think. Check out the new Rockola Pack. Is it cool? Well, we didn't think so either so we
thought it would be fun to give you a make your own Rockola Pack. Check out the new skin below, and let us know what you
think in the comments. If you like it, you can rate it to show us your support. We've also updated our app to make this even
easier. All you need to do is click the Create Your Own Rockola Pack link to the left of the screenshot below and follow the
instructions. Rockola Pack v4.8.1 Features: Play your own songs! Just drag and drop your favourite songs to make your own
music pack. Now you can play your own custom music just like our stars, but you can make it any size you want and remove
your favourite songs if you don't want them anymore. Discover, share and rate new music packs. You can now rate your own

Rockola Packs to help us choose which packs we will add to the app. You can also use the Discover tab to see other music packs
created by people like you, and you can share your packs with friends to show them how cool you are. Add more features! This
version of the app includes several new features like Rockola Packs, Unlimited Draw mode, Quickly Add Songs and Hi-Score.
In addition to this update, we have also added 20 new skins, and 3 new packs, to the App. The full list is at the end of this post.

Please note: We will not be updating the app until mid-November (when the Apple App Store does it's usual update). Until then,
we will be monitoring the quality of the app and will release a smaller update for iOS to fix any issues. Skin Gallery: The

Rockola Pack App v4.8.1 has new skins. Check them out below! Here's our first video review. Check out the new skins in the
videos! Rockola Pack App v4.8.1 Read our tips for 82157476af
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